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SOUTHERN SUDAN 

 
EASTERN EQUATORIA :  
Cattle raiding and movements of armed civilians 
reported in Eastern Equatoria( pg.4) 
Jonglei State 
 Ongoing conflict in Jonglei State and humanitarian 

response continues( pg.4) 
UPPER NILE  
 Humanitarian response efforts on Upper Nile 

continue (pg. 6) 
WARRAP STATE 
 Major clashes reported in Warrap State  (pg.7) 

WESTERN EQUATORIA  
 CPA DAY Celebrations preparations ongoing in 

Western Equatoria ES (pg. 8) 

BLUE NILE STATE 
 Precipitation shortages  and response (pg.1) 
 Food Shortages in Four Villages in Kurmuk(pg.1) 

SOUTHERN KORDOFAN  
Humanitarian actors assumed operations in  Kadugli 
(pg.2): 
 

BLUE NILE STATE 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
UNST: On 13 January, the UN State Team (UNST) meeting discussed the drought situation in the Blue Nile State and 
measures taken by WASH partners, as well as MTDF strategies and projects in the area. JICA (Japanese International 
Cooperation) also presented updates on their activities. 
Precipitation shortages: UNICEF reported on the impact of precipitation shortfalls in the Blue Nile State and on the 
serious impact felt on WASH sector, particularly with regards to those communities relying on water reservoirs and 
earth dams. Nearly 43% of the 68 Haffirs in three localities (Rosaries, Bau, and Tadamon localities) are drying up, 
which impacts nearly 109, 561 persons in those localities. The remaining 57% of the Haffirs are only 43% filled to their 
design capacity.  
Response: The State Ministry of Urban Planning secured funds from the Federal government (the Unity Support Fund) 
to establish 40 hand pumps. This office (RCSO) recommended that CHF fill the gap in WASH services from the third 
round allocation. A total of USD 743, 438 from the CHF third round allocation was provided to the UNICEF WASH 
Sector for drought response. UNICEF will provide approximately 28,500 individuals with improved water supplies 
through establishment of 70 hand pumps, rehabilitation of 28 existing hand pumps, and provision of emergency water 
tankers to 4,020 individuals. 
Financial Support: The MTDF in the Blue Nile State informed this office of plans to support improved access to basic 
services in water, health, education, and infrastructure with a total of USD 15.339 million. Despite this support, MTDF 
activities in partnership with the government, particularly road construction projects, are experiencing funding 
problems due to the absence of a local component of GONU.  
Recovery Forum: On 14 January, this office met with the Wali Adviser for Humanitarian Affairs to follow up on 
preparations for the Second Recovery Forum in Blue Nile State tentatively set for 15 February.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Food Security and Livelihoods (FS/LH): On 12 January, the FS/LH met both HAC/SSRRC and Kurmuk 
Commissioners attended and reported low yields in some parts of Kurmuk locality due to rain shortfalls. The trend of 
rising prices (one sack of sorghum rose to 170 SDG) is expected to continue. In response, the Kurmuk Commissioner 
requested an immediate food assessment survey to be conducted to avoid a crisis and proposed that the community be 
supported with additional horticulture crops.  
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Food Shortages in Four Villages: On 14 January as follow up to the FS/ LH meeting recommendations, this office met 
with the HAC/SRRC Commissioner in Damazine, who reported that around 9000 individuals in four villages south of 
Kurmuk Locality are facing a severe food shortage due to the poor harvest in those areas. The HAC/ SRRC requested 
this office to coordinate a joint food assessment survey and a lessons learned workshop in Kurmuk in order to identify 
the causes for repeat food shortages. This is being coordinated with WFP, FAO, and the Ministry Of Agriculture. 
Child Protection: On 14 January, the Protection Working Group (PWG) agreed on the PWG leadership to be from the 
Ministry of Social Welfare.  
 

UPCOMING EVENTS: 
TRAM Mission to Blue Nile 

 

SOUTHERN KORDOFAN (KADUGLI AND MUJLAD) 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Information Database: In order to strengthen the information systems and to have a centralized database to support 
early recovery and development activities, this office met seven INGOs and seven local NGOs and collated information 
on ongoing and planned activities for the 2009-2010 period.  
SOUTHERN KORDOFAN (KADUGLI AND MUJLAD) 
Humanitarian actors: Branches of INGOs affected by revocation in 2009, namely CARE International Switzerland, Save 
the Children–Sweden and Mercy Corps assumed operations in Kadugli and are establishing their field offices and 
recruiting staff.  
Floods: Ruya organization in collaboration with the CDO (Civil Defence Office), MoUP, SMoW, SMoC, SMoS, WWCA 
and UNPOL are in the process of planning a community awareness campaign targeting the flood affected areas of 
Kadugli town. The campaign will commence next month and conclude before the coming rainy season. 
First Monthly Coordination Meeting: On 13 January Mujlad held its first monthly coordination meeting. The Health & 
Nutrition sector, Water & Sanitation sector and Food Security & Livelihoods sector discussed their achievements for 
2009 and planned project for 2010.  
First Interagency Meeting: On 14 January in Mujlad, this office called for an interagency meeting chaired by the 
Mujlad locality Executive Manager. Participants discussed NGO plans and challenges for 2010, as well as the issue of 
duplication of activities in the water sector. The Food Security and Livelihoods sector was requested to conduct a post 
harvest assessment in order to assess the productivity of the last season and gaps.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Mujlad:  
Post Harvest Assessment: SMoA completed the post harvest assessment. 
Rapid Needs Assessment in Rihaid Himaidan: On 12 January, a team comprised of representatives of this office, as 
well as government institutions, INGOs and local NGOs, conducted a rapid assessment mission to Rihaid Himaidan to 
verify needs based on the earlier Mujlad National Security report concerning displaced people from Shagadi to Rihad 
Himaidan as a result of tribal conflict in 2008 and 2009. The team found that Rihaid Himaidan has population of 879 
people (130 households) and that approximately 30 households have been affected by the tribal conflicts leaving behind 
widowed and orphaned families. Only 63 children have access to schools. It was noted that the community felt 
neglected by both the government and UN to address water shortages in the area despite several promises to construct 
water boreholes.  
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Monthly Coordination Meeting: 18 -21 January  

 

RED SEA STATE 
 RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
SPCRP: The Sudan Productive Capacity Building Recovery Programme (SPCRP) conducted a four day baseline survey 
from 8-11 January on knowledge, attitudes and practice of agricultural extension and adoption of new approaches and 
technology to the sector. The survey covered Tokar, Agieg and Dolabiya of Tokar and Agieg localities. The survey team 
used farmer’s schools, demonstration farms and livestock markets as illustration tools. 
Donor Meeting: Kuwait will host a donor conference for Support to Peace in East Sudan scheduled for March 2010. The 
Secretary General of the Fund for Support to Rehabilitation in East Sudan reported that intensive diplomatic work will 
ensue to receive contributions from donor countries in order to jump-start development projects to be implemented in 



Eastern Sudan.  

 

KASSALA AND GEDAREF 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Education: With the support of UNICEF, the State Ministry of Education finalized the establishment of an Education 
Information System. The system will help SMoE to monitor the education status and enable proper planning of the 
education sector. A total of 1,954 teachers from the three States of East Sudan have been trained on this new system.  
Food Security and Livelihoods: Due to shortage of fodder attributed to the rain shortage in 2009, FAO in collaboration 
with the State Ministry of Animal Resources & Fisheries (SMoARF), agreed on the distribution of 190 metric tons of 
fodders to livestock owners in Kassala State. The INGO ACORD has already distributed 6.5 MT last week and the 
remainder will be distributed from May – July 2010 ahead of the rainy season. 
Landmine Clearance: UNMAO through its implementing partner RONCO, continued operations in the Abu Gamul 
area of Rural Kassala Locality. JASMAR (NNGO) continues it’s Mine Risk Education (MRE) in Telkuk Locality and 
Friends of Peace & Development Organization (NNGO) undertakes similar work in Hamesh Koreib Locality.  
Electoral: The UNMIS Election Assistance Department (UNMIS EAD) reported that 759,816 out of 894,904 
eligible people registered during the Voter Registration period i.e. about 84.9%. In the objection period 116 objections 
were received and only 15 were accepted.  
 

UPCOMING EVENTS  
On 20 January the UNMAS director from New York will visit Kassala to monitor mine action operations in East Sudan.  

 

DARFUR 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Water infrastructure: UNOPS is gradually starting their activities in Darfur. They have deployed staff to EL Fashir and 
started to design and implementation of drought mitigation infrastructure projects for Darfur, which have been 
identified by UNEP under the ongoing Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) programme. The IWRM is 
funded by DFID and UNEP and has the overall responsibility for the project management. UNOPS is responsible for 
the infrastructure component of the IWRM. The UNOPS infrastructure component covers both North & South Darfur, 
and at this stage is funded for two years 2010/2011. The first priority project to be addressed under the IWRM 
programme is the rehabilitation of Golo reservoir - the major water source for El-Fasher town. There are also several 
other projects in identification stage for the North Darfur such as water reservoirs in Abu Shouk, Abu Delek and 
Waada.  
Education: Darfur Peace and Development Organization (DPDO) in ND have recently inaugurated kindergarten and 
adult education class, in Abu Shouk IDPs camp, relying on the curriculum of the national council for literacy and adult 
education, targeting 60 women from the camp. Similarly, training on first aid is being planned to be held next week in 
cooperation with the Sudanese Red Crescent Society (SRCS) of North Darfur. 
Health & Education (including HIV/Aids): Friends of Peace and Development Organization (FPDO) in ND have 
completed its preparations to implement training program on HIV/AIDS “Most at Risk Population” (MARP) which 
will be funded by UNFPA in ND. The programme will be targeting barbers, tea sellers, and drivers in Abu Shouk IDP-s 
camp and El-Fasher town. The three-month programme aims to sensitizing 5000 individuals.  
Food security and livelihoods: Based on the findings of the post harvest assessment conducted jointly by 
FAO/ministries of agriculture and animal resources and WFP, and the findings of ongoing WFP Food monitoring 
systems, WFP will distribute cereal to rural locations including Malha, Mellit Dar Zaag, Kutum rural, Kebkabiya rural, 
Sayah for two months (Jan- Feb 10). These areas do not receive regular food rations.  
Food Distribution: Starting Jan 10, WFP will reduce the cereal rations for IDPs who are benefiting from the milling 
vouchers provided by WFP in Mellit and Shangil Tobaya camps (Shadad).  
Energy and the Environment: Under its revolving fund project, Practical Action in ND had supported 350 poor 
Households with sets of LPG equipments including gas cylinders and stoves, as parts of five-years project that aiming 
at environment conservation. The event covered both poor families in both El-Fasher and El-Fasher Rural.  
Sustainable Action Group (SAG) in ND had completed a ToT training for 60 IDPs, on using metallic stoves, in 
Zamzam camp, under the leadership of an international consultant. Further, 600 stove have already been provided to 
the poor Household. Additional 400 stoves are expected to be distributed by the NGO in Mallit locality next week. 
Population displacement: PAI and MSF-Spain visited Dar el Salam on 11 Jan and observed that there are about 



700hh/4000 individuals currently displaced in Dar el Salam. The team reported that two villages in Negeya 
(unidentified) were burnt during the attacks. The IDPs will probably stay on in Dar el Salam, as some have started 
renting land with the right of use at 50 SDGs for a piece of about 20x20m. Relationships with community were 
observed to be better than in other areas, without any tensions. Food was reported to be the main need as no 
distributions have taken place yet. MSF-Spain/PAI/MoH plan carry out a vaccination campaign in the area. IDPs 
reported that they are currently paying for water. 
HUMANTARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Water and Sanitation: There have been some clashes between the nomad Arab and other communities in Sortony over 
the only shared water source. There is need to consider providing another water source for the community, WES is 
unable to take the drilling machine outside El Fasher due to insecurity. OCHA/UNAMID/UNICEF are planning 
missions to some of the UNAMID team sites to gain a better understanding of some of the problems related to access to 
water by the IDPs.  
IDPs and Refugees: OCHA will lead a joint inter agency rapid assessment mission to Dar el Salam on 14 January to 
gain a better understanding of the IDP influx into the area following the attacks in Negeya in South Darfur between 15-
23 December. The mission will also determine priority humanitarian needs of the displaced population. Other 
participating agencies are UNHCR, IOM, UNJLC, AHA and UNAMID HRD. 
Access: UNDSS gave the green light for inter-agency mission to assess the humanitarian situation in Shangil Tobaya. 
An inter agency assessment mission will be scheduled after the rapid assessment mission to Dar el Salam.  
 

 

EASTERN EQUATORIA STATE (EES) 
Population Movement 
Movements of armed civilians on Torit-Kapoeta road: There have been reports of large movements of armed civilians 
on the Torit – Kapoeta road coinciding with cattle keeper breeder movements to Kidepo in Budi County.  The armed 
civilians are reportedly members of Toposa and Boya between whom relations are tense and likely to lead to clashes.  
UN security is monitoring the situation. 
Cattle raiding in East Kapoeta: Nyangatom ethnic group members, located in Lotimore in East Kapoeta, reported to 
UNMIS that they were attacked by Turkana from Kenya in December 2009 and 4 people were killed and 250 heads of 
cattle stolen. Elders have stated that they are willing to retaliate against the Turkana. This situation is of concern to the 
community.  
Ambush: The Ikotos Commissioner was ambushed by a group of armed men from Momoria in Ikwotos County, 10 km 
from Ikotos.  The event occurred amidst reports that there were tensions between several civilian groups and the 
commissioner.  The SSPS and SPLA have been sent to Momoria to maintain peace. 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Improvement in basic services in Lotimore, East Kapoeta Health: Lotimore, East Kapoeta County, approximately 200 
km from Torit, has received a 6-month supply of drugs from the Diocese of Torit. However, severe water access 
difficulties have been reported and it has been observed that the population and animals are sharing the same water 
source.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Food security: WFP confirmed that several NGOs had been selected to implement their emergency food distribution 
program in EES. The modalities of the distributions and beneficiaries identification criteria are under discussion.  In 
Lotimore in East Kapoeta County, there is a critical lack of access to seeds and households are facing food shortage at 
the household level.   

 

JONGLEI STATE (JS) 
Overall: the Situation in Jonglei State is tense with conflicts expected during the dry season. 
Lou Nuer/Murle Peace Conference rescheduled:  According to the Jonglei State Governor, the Lou Nuer/Murle peace 
conference has been rescheduled for 25 January.  According to the Governor the Lou Nuer allegedly boycotted the 
previous reconciliation efforts because the Dinka were raiding their cattle. 
Comments on Insecurity by Governor: 
- The Dinka/Shilluk hostilities are of low intensity stemming from access to grazing land.  The Shilluk were 

displaced from the Atar area in 1981 after fights as Dinka claim it is their ancestral lands.  The natural 
Dinka/Shilluk border is the White Nile River.  Now that Lam Akol has defected from the SPLM they're suspecting 



his arms were being used.  The Governor has not moved to the area due to inaccessibility of roads, but has stated 
he intends to go to Canal County by the end of the month or mid-February.  

- The Lou Nuer incursions into Jikany areas are creating insecurity and the poor infrastructure is a major factor in the 
absence of government presence in the area. 

Incidents impacting humanitarian operations: 
In the afternoon of 12 January, a vehicle belonging to Handicap International, based in Bor, travelling on the Juba-Bor 
road overturned six times. The driver died and one passenger was seriously injured.  UNMIS Sector 1 evacuated the 
victims. 
On 14 January at 10:15hrs a GTZ truck loaded with housing materials on the way to Bor was commandeered by the 
SPLA in Mangalla between Pariak and Sudan Safari and redirected to Mabior.  The driver was able to briefly call GTZ.  
Subsequently, UNMIS military observers contacted the SPLA Commander of the 8th Division of Jonglei State to inform 
them of the incident and the truck returned to Bor on 14 January at 20:00hrs after intervention from Jonglei State’s 
highest authorities. 
As a result of the current tension between Lou Nuer and Jikany Nuer in Wanding area, commercial boats have been 
advised by Nasser authorities to off-load their cargos in Nasser town.  This has major implications for the 
transportation of food assistance. 
 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Infrastructure development:  UNDP informed that CSAC project has begun to construct police posts and prisons in 
Ajak Ger Boma in Bor County.  UNDP has begun a 3-week training of 20 youth and three staff from the MoPI on 
labour-based road construction.  The training will continue for 21 days. 
Food Security:  With the support of FAO, Polish Humanitarian Organisation (PHO) is establishing the vegetable 
market centre along the Nile corridor counties and implementing water and sanitation projects in Bor, Twic East, Duk, 
Akobo West, Nyirol, and Uror Counties.  FAO plans to conduct the fish processing and preservation training in Akobo 
and Pibor County.  A group of Akobo farmers will be trained in ox-plough best practice.  INTERSOS has expressed 
interest in working in the food aid and food security sector and CRS has been involved in the strategic planning process 
to integrate food security and peace building in future programming. 
Improvements to WATSAN following reported conflict arising from limited access to water:  Jonglei State MoPI has 
informed of conflict between women due to limited access to water points in Bor.  The Ministry added that the 
installation of an urban water system should ease the situation; the Ministry is putting up seven water stand posts in 
Bor town, rehabilitated six boreholes in Ayod County.  UNICEF has donated spare parts for boreholes in Twic East, 
Duk, and Ayod Counties and is currently undertaking an inventory of water point in Duk and Ayod counties.  Further 
the MoPI has received funds from UNICEF to construct 150 pit latrine slabs in Bor town.  UNICEF has approved 
construction of 15 safe water points in Uror, Duk, Ayod, and Twic Counties.  Save the children UK is drilling of 15 
boreholes in Lankien, Nyirol County. 
 

HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Following the Shilluk attack on the Dinkas in Atar, an interagency assessment was carried out on 8 January.  The 
immediate humanitarian needs identified were: 
- shortage of food for a population of 6,000 individuals; 
- shelter/plastic sheets and NFI kits for 150 households; drug and medical supplies, 
- immediate immunization for all children under 5 years. 
- On 10 January 2010, a pusher “Aradiba” with four cargo barges left for Juba from Kosti with 16 households (54 

individuals) on board.  Likewise on 14 January 2010 a pusher “Jemaza” with two cargo, two fuels, and one 
passenger barge left for Juba from Kosti with 37 households (99 individuals) on board.  RCSO/RRR IU is 
monitoring the barge movement together with ADRA Bor and SSRRC Bor County. 

The 2-day interagency verification exercise of the spontaneous returnees in Bor County started on 14 January.  The 
initial registration was done by SSRRC Bor County, with a figure of 388 households (2,118 individuals) reportedly 
having arrived in Bor in the last  month from various places such as Yei, Nimule, Kapoeta, Torit, Khartoum, Kosti 
Uganda, Kenya and Ethiopia.  The verified figures will be reported on 18 January.    
 

GOVERNMENT COOPERATION/LIAISON 
The Governor of Jonglei State has cited the following as the most important support that are needed from the 
international community: 1) FM radio: Communities throughout the State should receive peace messages in their own 
languages, produced by the State to supplement Radio Miraya who broadcast in English and Arabic; 2) Road 
construction, especially the Bor- Malakal and Bor-Pibor-Akobo network and 3) Land transportation for troops during 
the dry season. 



 

NORTHERN BAHR EL GHAZAL STATE (NBEGS) 
Population movement: The Executive Director of Aweil North County reported that Rezeigat nomads have moved 
into Malual West Payam with their cattle, women, and children and are reportedly grazing peacefully.  
Election: The electoral college of NBEGS announced the names of candidates who will represent the SPLM in the 
General election in April.  The nominated candidates will contest at various levels including National Assembly, SS 
Legislative Assembly, and State Assembly.  The names of three candidates who applied for the position of Governor 
were sent to Juba for final nomination. The three are Maj.Gen.  Paul Malong Awan, the current Governor, Maj. Gen. 
Dau Aturjong and Col. Jal Malith Jal. 
  HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Pending assistance to spontaneous returnees discussed:   At RRWG meetings held on 12 and 14 January, partners 
discussed the backlog of 19,000 unverified returnees due to the WFP food pipeline break.  The outcome is that WFP will 
verify the reported returnees prior to the supply of food assistance.  WFP also informed the RRWG partners that ANLA 
report is out and the indications are that 19% of the population of Northern Bahr el Ghazal state is food insecure.  
Partners noted that the current vulnerability checklists include questions which are likely to disqualify some vulnerable 
persons. Partners therefore recommended for training of interviewers before field work commences. 
 

Information sharing coordination meeting: UNMIS/RRR participated in information sharing coordination meeting on 
14 January. Key issues shared and discussed by agencies were as follows: 
- WFP distributed 36 metric tones of food to 2,672 households under various modalities including: school feeding 

and inpatient feeding programme in Aweil North, South, West, East and Center,  
- Pre positioning of food in NBeG  
- Rehabilitation and drilling of boreholes in Aweil East, North, South and West 
- Cases of whooping cough in Aweil South 
- IOM plans to carry out village assessment and training farmers in season farming 
- WVI distributed NFIs to 2,200 households in Aweil East, South and Center  
- Schools construction activities in Aweil Center and East 

 

UNITY STATE (WES) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Shortage of TB drugs:  Following the concerns expressed by WHO, RCSO and OCHA on the lack of TB drugs in Unity 
North, a team from the National Tuberculosis Program, MoH-Juba, is planning a visit to Bentiu for late January. 
Food Insecurity:  The Annual Livelihood Needs Assessment (ANLA) for Unity State is complete and a one day 
workshop is due to be conducted with key partners on the qualitative findings.  According to the initial report, the 
most likely scenario will be that, due to the poor rainfall in May/ June/July, “the household’s will harvest their crops. 
However, the harvested stock will not last for more then 4 months which will leave a gap between April and August 
2010”. 

 

UPPER NILE STATE (UNS) 
Tribal Clashes:  It has been report of a clash between Lou Nuer tribes men and Jikany in the village of Kotmathiek 
located on the west bank of the Sobat River near Torkecj.  Three people were reportedly killed during this fighting 
which was mostly related to cattle raiding.  
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
The regular monthly coordination meeting was held on 13 January in Malakal.  There were several agenda items that 
focused on recovery issues, including the need to rehabilitate water facilities in Atar, strengthening the county health 
team to support clinics in Fanjak of upper Jonglei, and supporting programs in water and sanitation. World Vision and 
Solidarities International reported that most of their Watsan program will focus in those areas this year.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Atar:  As per the assessment findings from Atar Cheiu, as reported last week, much needed humanitarian assistance is 
expected to begin arriving in the area this week. World Vision and Medair will begin transportation of 150 NFI kits on 
15 January, while WFP is expected to begin general food distribution to 6,000 individuals, approximately 833 house 
holds, w/c 18 January, pending approval from Juba. WHO, UNICEF, and IMC have committed to lead the health 
response which is still pending due to the fact that the SMOH from both Jonglei and Upper Nile states needs to work 



out the logistical modalities to transport the drugs.   
Dolep:  It was reported by WFP and SSRRC, that food distribution is ongoing in the area of Dolep and was expected to 
be completed this week. The food aid assistance to the IDPS from Canal will address the immediate food needs of 
approximately 7,000 individuals. 
Assessments:  It was agreed at a meeting on 13 January that a verification mission to Dolep in Upper Nile state is 
needed to ascertain the actual numbers of people in need of NFIs. A previous assessment mission was conducted in 
November of last year when the Canal attack happened.  However, assessment report did not detail actual numbers of 
people in need of NFIs. 

 

WARRAP STATE (WS) 
Tribal clashes:  The two payams of Aliek and Alabek in Tonj North have an increased security level due to the recent 
attacks from Nuer of Mayom County in Unity State.  

 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Reintegration of ex-combatants: The Office of Southern Sudan Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration 
Commission (SSDDRC), in collaboration with Southern Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation Commission (SSRRC) in 
Kuajok, reported that it had received a list of fifty (50) women ex-SPLA combatants who were demobilized in Juba last 
year.  The women are expected to receive their 90-day reintegration food package from World Food Programme (WFP) 
in Kuajok w/c 18 January.   
Health: The Director General in the Warrap State Ministry of Health informed that an agreement was reached with 
MSF-Belgium, based in Gogrial town, to cover emergency medical supplies.  The Director General also stated that a 
meeting would be held with a team from MSF-Holland in Kuajok on 15 January to discuss how medical supplies could 
be sent to Marial Lou Rural Hospital w/c 18 January.  MSF-Holland had promised to send surgical equipment to 
Marial Lou Hospital.  The SMOH is planning to visit Marial Lou Hospital the same week alongside a team from MSF-
Holland, Juba. 

 

HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Village Assessments:  IOM reports it has completed the assessment of 32 villages in Gogrial West and Twic Counties 
which were not covered by the 2009 Village Tracking and Monitoring Assessments.  The exercise aimed at assessing the 
availability of schools, hand pumps, education and health facilities among many others. 
Needs Assessment in Tonj: Dorcas Aid International has expressed an intention to carry out a needs assessment in 
Tonj area on w/c 18 January following the recent tribal clashes in Tonj North and East Counties.  The organization’s 
activities are mainly focus on water and sanitation and health.  
Joint Humanitarian Assessment Mission to Gogrial East and Tonj North Counties:  RCSO will facilitate a joint 
humanitarian assessment mission to Aliek Payam of Tonj North County and two payams of Toch North and Nyang in 
Gogrial East Counties to assess the impact from serious clashes from 7-12 January between the Nuer Community of 
Mayom County in Unity State and the Dinka ethnic group from the two counties of Warrap State. 
Clashes in Aliek Payam: The Nuer have attacked the Kongor Community of Aliek Payam on 11 and 12 January 2010.  
During the attack, 18 Dinka were killed, 4 of whom were children (3 girls and 1 boy of 4 years old) and 6 of the 13 
wounded were referred to Wau Civil Hospital for medical treatment.  There were an estimated 1,400 to 15,500 heads of 
cattle were looted by the attacker.  The numbers of displaced are unknown but will be confirmed by the County 
Commissioner.  
Gogrial East County: The county received three consecutive attacks from the same Nuer of Mayom County in Unity 
State (Source: County Commissioner) on 6, 9 and 11 January 2010 that left 11 people dead and wounding 14 others 
- Tock North and Nyang Payams were attacked on 6 January 2010 in which 5 persons were killed and 7 others 

wounded 
- 1724 heads of cattle were raided by the Nuer 
- The same payams were again attacked on 9 January 2010 with another 5 people killed and 4 wounded.  Some of the 

wounded were sent to Wau Civil Hospital for medical care. The attackers managed to carry with them a total of 700 
heads of cattle from the Dinka 

- On 11 January 2010 the Nuer attacked another location in Toch North Payam killing 1 person and leaving 3 others 
wounded. The cattle raided by the Nuer in this last attack were rescued by the Dinka Apuk of Gogrial East County. 

- Many people are reported to have been displaced from their homes to the neighboring villages east and north of 



the county head quarters, LietNhom. 
Response: On 14 January 2010, the Governor of Warrap State with his entire cabinet, including the 3RD Division SPLA 
Commander Major General, Santino Deng traveled to Tonj North County (Aliek and Alabek Payams) and will 
probably proceed to Gogrial East County to assess the security situations in areas recently been affected by the Nuer 
attacks. So far no humanitarian action has taken place. 

 

WESTERN BAHR ELGHAZAL STATE (WBEGS) 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Food Security & Livelihoods: On 13 January, the food security coordination meeting was held at State Ministry for 
Agriculture, Forestry  and Fisheries and chaired by the Director General and impressively attended by key forum 
partners SMoAFF, FAO, WOTAP, Intermon-Oxfam, WFP, Acted, in addition to UN RCSO and UNMIS RRR.  At the 
closing of the meeting, SMoAFF DG urged food security partners to redouble efforts and work harder to achieve food 
security in Western Bahr el Ghazal State and in the neighbouring States. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Abyei and Wulu IDPs residing in Wau town received 3-month ration from WFP: WFP reported that Abyei and Wulu 
IDPs residing in Wau have received 3 month food ration from WFP on 13 January.  Thus, 4.423 Mt of assorted food was 
given to 274 IDPs from Abyei.  In Kosti a total figure of 461 IDPs from Wulu, Lakes State, received 7.464 Mt of assorted 
food for 3 months. 

 

WESTERN EQUATORIA STATE (WES) 
Population Movement:  Yambio town has witnessed a large influx of people assumed to have come to celebrate CPA 
Day which was postponed from 9 to 19 January. 
Nomads: There were no LRA attacks in the last one month and no major security incident in the state, however, the 
presence of armed Ambororos in the state poses continuous threat to civilians and to wildlife staff. It is believed that 
the Ambororos are camped some where in the forest near Namaiku Payam in Napazigi area of Nzara County. 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Bridge Rehabilitation:  WVI plans to introduce Cash for Work to rehabilitate a bridge around Ezo which is currently 
on a level four road.  The Integrated Team emphasised the need to coordinate with UNDSS and local authorities for 
adequate security. 
Water and Sanitation Improvements: 
CAFOD is currently working with DITY and plans to drill six boreholes around Tambura, Ezo and Source Yubo, as 
well as rehabilitate existing water points.  They will coordinate with other agencies that are already operating in these 
areas for proper coverage. INTERSOS carried out assessments in Makpandu and Ezo, and based on the findings plans 
to do training in the repairs of Hand Pumps.  It has a proposal to drill one borehole in Bangasu.   
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Food Security:  WFP is yet to sign an annual agreement with WVI in the state, and thus WVI is currently unable to 
carry out its distribution functions.  WFP will increase the number of its staff in the state to cover the gap pending the 
signing of the agreement.  WFP plans to start positioning food into WES before the advent of the rainy season in the 
state, which is expected to start from March/April. 
- CAFOD’s application to WFP to distribute food in Ezo, Andari and Nandi is still pending a decision. 
- WVI informed that the CSB in Ezo warehouse is expected to expire by the end of January; hence they are in a 

dilemma what to do with it due to non-completion of verification of IDPs in Ezo.  They have also introduced a 
referral service for refugees in Ezo; it also runs an Ambulance service to hospitals. 

- The Integrated Team, held series of meetings with SSRRC in preparation for the receipt and distribution of food to 
31 returnees from Juba on arrival at their final destinations; Mvolo, Maridi and Mundri. 

- ICRC plans to distribute NFIs in Source Yubo, Baragun Payam to four Bomas and in about 22 miles outside of Ezo 
town, while WFP will provide food to ICRC for distribution to the same group numbering about 800 households.  
ICRC will coordinate with IOM which is already operational in the area to prevent overlaps.  

Verification Missions 
UN agencies are still expecting a response from UNDSS in Juba on the request to stay for two weeks at a stretch in Ezo 
instead of the current 72 hours. A joint inter-agency mission is planned to depart for Ezo on 21 January to enable us 
complete verification.  ICRC left Yambio for Ezo on 15 January to start the verification of the above beneficiaries with 



the intent to distribute NFIs after CPA Day celebration on 19 January. 
Statistics: IDP figures in the state stand at 81,378, however there are disparities with SSRC figures for Ezo which are 
grossly exaggerated.  There are 5720 Refugees in Ezo and Makpandu camps.  Final IDP figures will be released after 
completion of verification in Ezo. 
GOVERNMENT COOPERATION/LIAISON 
The Integrated Team is coordinating support and contributions from the UN agencies and INGOs for the CPA Day 
celebration.  Agencies have demonstrated strong support to the authorities in many areas including loan of their 
vehicles and drivers for the transportation of CPA participants who started arriving in the state from 12 January.  

 
The RCSO Weekly Report is a consolidation of weekly field reports produced by RCSO field offices, based on information from state level United 
Nations, NGO and government partners. For further information or state contact details, please contact jamala@un.org (HERR/RCSO Khartoum) or  
Sandra Kugonsa Isingoma: isingomas@un.org  (RCSO Juba). For previous reports, please refer to: http://rco.unsudanig.org/ . 

 

 

ABBREVIATIONS: 
 
AWD: Acute Water Diarrhoea 
CSAC: Community Security and Arms Control Programme 
CHF: Common Humanitarian Fund 
DG: Director-General 
EC: European Commission 
GBV: gender based violence 
HAC: Humanitarian Aid Commission 
RRR: Return, Reintegration and Recovery 

 
SAC: Sudan AIDS Commission 
SMOA: State Ministry of Agriculture 
SMOH: State Ministry of Health 
SRRC: Sudan Recovery and Relief Commission 
WAD: World AIDS Day 
WG: Working Group 
WES: Water , Environment and Sanitation 
UNST: UN State Team 
USG: Undersecretary General 


